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	REGULATORY ACCOUNTING CODE 2007/08
	STATUS SHEET AS AT 25 SEPTEMBER, 2009
	Status of the following Regulatory Accounting Code templates:
	Template No.	Template Name	Notes	Feedback to ESC
	1	Profit & Loss		Nil
	2	Balance Sheet		Nil
	3	Cash Flow Statement		Nil
	4	Capital Expenditure		Nil ~ GVW has included in its ledger / project set-up the respective codes for this data to be extracted.
	5	Capital Expenditure Breakdown		Nil ~ GVW has included in its ledger / project set-up the respective codes for this data to be extracted.
	6	Operating costs		See 'General Comments' B & C (below)
	7	Operating costs allocation	Template Item	See 'General Comments' B & C (below)
			Labour (ordinary)	Should this item include Overtime? The Code is silent on this definition & the Template heading of Labour (ordinary) could suggest that Overtime is excluded. GVW has included Overtime in its calculations in this submission.
			Plant & Equipment	The Template heading does not agree with the Code instruction of "Plant & materials".
				GVW has used this line item as the balancing item to agree back to Total Expenses but there appears to be no provision in the template to put any significant or one-off expenditures as further explanation to the disclosure (e.g. GVW has incurred significant water trucking costs in 2007/08, but this template cannot disclose that.) An explanatory table for note provision may be useful.
	8	Revenue		It is understood that Total Revenue is the required disclosure (after proceeds from asset sales are added back) but GVW is not sure why the various Contribution-type income streams are included under the respective headings (i.e. New Customer Contributions, Govt Contributions & Gifted assets). For example, Govt Contributions & Gifted Assets are not included as part of determining the Revenue Requirement for the Corporation, but in this Template they appear as such.
				GVW is not totally convinced about the proceeds from sale of water entitlements line. The Code makes no mention of the 'temporary trade of water entitlements" but only refers to "Revenues collected from the sale of water entitlements (whatever legal form those entitlements take)". Just what does this line actually mean? A definitive statement in the Code to clarify this issue would be helpful. This question was posed to GVW as part of the 2006/07 ESC review. For this 2007/08 submission we have included the Temporary Trade of Water entitlements in this line.
	9	Contributions		Nil
	10	Provisions		Nil
	11	Third Party transactions		Final versioning of the Code needs to clearly state what this item is about. Is the measure 10% of Opex plus Capex or 10% of Opex 3rd parties measured against 10% of Opex & the same for Capex? Is consideration based on prescribed or total expenditure? For this submission only prescribed activities have been considered. GVW has a nil disclosure for 2007/08. See our notes on the template.
	12	Related Party transactions		Nil
	13	Unbundled Segments		Nil
	14	Non-Prescribed Services		Could the Code at B.14 include some realistic examples, at a generic level?
	15	Rolled Forward RAV		Nil
	General Comments to be passed onto the ESC
	A	Wherever possible please provide any relevant tips on the face of the Template as guidance to completion of the said Template (e.g. Capex template includes relevant notes to assist).
	B	Wherever possible please provide on the face of the Template notes that a cell is linked to another Template (e.g. cell F25 on Template 6 Operating Costs is white (no data entry
		is required) but the actual cell is linked to the Non-Prescribed Template.) A brief note near this cell would assist the user.
	C	Could templates be re-ordered to appear in the order of completion i.e. Template 14 Non-Prescribed must be completed before Template 6 Operating Costs? It may assist or minimise
		the confusion in the timing of what templates needs to be completed.
	D	Please ensure all print formats are up to date on all Templates. Various lines have been left off print runs as the page set-ups have been incomplete (e.g. Template 9 Contributions)


